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MESSAGE FROM THE PRIME MINISTER

10 DOWNING STREET
LONDON SW1A 2AA
THE PRIME MINISTER

It is with great enthusiasm that I write to you all as attendees of the
31st Asian Traders Awards.
The past 12 months have been an unprecedented time for independent retailers.
As you well know, retail is already experiencing a transition as it responds to
market pressures and I sincerely appreciate the tremendous effort you have
made in adapting and innovating during the pandemic.
Independent retailers play a vital role in our communities, acting as hubs for
local people and having a positive impact on the communities they serve.
I would personally like to thank each and every one of you for continuing to
provide an exemplary service in such challenging circumstances.
I also wish to pay particular tribute to those independent retailers that have gone
out of their way to support the more vulnerable members of the community
during this time. You have provided an invaluable service to members of the community
when they have most needed it.
The Government is doing everything it can to support businesses, which is why
we have delivered one of the most generous and comprehensive packages of
support globally. However, we also need to look at the future, and this is why
work by the Ministry of Housing, Communities and Local Government to
regenerate our high streets, and forums such as the Retail Sector Council, are
playing a vital role in supporting retailers and high streets as we begin our
economic recovery.
Please accept my very best wishes to you all for a successful Awards ceremony,
and my sincere congratulations to the 2020 Awards winners.

Boris Johnson
Prime Minister

@AsianTrader #ATAwards20
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Distinguished Guests,
I would like to extend my sincere thanks to everyone working in independent retailers and
convenience shops across our country . You have weathered a tumultuous year while providing
essential goods and services to communities. I know I speak on behalf of all Londoners and
millions more when I say we are incredibly grateful.
Asian-run convenience shops have been the unofficial hubs of our neighbourhoods for
decades. They have helped build trust between diverse communities and established a
reputation for reliability.
There will be few among us who have not made a last-minute dash to their local shop to
find a missing ingredient, send a parcel or pay a bill. And for some people, particularly
during lockdowns, shopping at convenience stores provides their primary means of human
interaction.
To say the past year has been challenging – both for retailers and British Asian communities
- would be a huge understatement. Since you last gathered for these awards, many of you will
have lost friends, relatives, neighbours and colleagues to coronavirus, and others may know
store owners in formerly-bustling commuter corridors now struggling to make ends meet.
Our local businesses have been through so much which is why I’m delighted to help celebrate
an extraordinary sector championed by a remarkable community.
With a global pandemic disrupting our lives beyond recognition, we have come to appreciate
the services we are able to access close to home more than ever and our neighbourhood shops
have gone from convenient to crucial.
Despite restrictions, local stores have worked incredibly hard to remain open to their
communities and stocked with essential goods. They have been lifelines for many people
without the means to travel by car and have helped reduce demand for public transport by
enabling people to buy everything from food to cleaning products nearby.
With the Covid vaccines offering light at the end of what has felt like a very dark tunnel, the
day is coming where we will be able to meet, hug and chat in our local shops once again.
Until then, I want to say thank you to everyone who works in the convenience sector and
congratulations to all the nominees and winners of this year’s Asian Trader Awards.
Sadiq Khan
Mayor of London
@AsianTrader #ATAwards20
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Distinguished guests

It gives us great pleasure to welcome you to the Asian Trader Awards 2020.
Last year we celebrated a milestone in grocery retailing - the thirtieth anniversary of the Asian
Trader Awards, which were first launched in 1989 to recognise, reward and applaud excellence in
the convenience sector.
This year, as we embark on our fourth decade of the Awards, we have experienced unprecedented
conditions due to the global Covid-19 pandemic.
The events of 2020 will be recorded in the annals of history as epochal and even world-changing,
and through it all the UK’s independent grocery retailers stood firm and played a vital role that will
be remembered as above and beyond the call of duty.
Remaining open in very challenging conditions, rendering a range of community services
including vastly increased deliveries for the isolated and vulnerable, independent retailers fought
against sometimes unfair supply issues to keep their shelves stocked and their customers satisfied.
Tonight serves as an occasion to both celebrate and thank you all for that you have done, for all
you have accomplished.
Since its launch in 1985, Asian Trader magazine has showcased innovation and excellence across
the full spectrum of the grocery sector. The magazine and its associated digital assets remain the
premier media bands in the sector, informing, educating and inspiring convenience retailers.
Our role, too, has never felt so important as in 2020.
The high street has changed nearly beyond recognition since our launch – and thanks to the
pandemic appears to be changing again, at a breakneck pace.
The level of innovation we have discovered has remained not just constant but constantly inspiring,
never more so than over the past year of lockdowns and restrictions.
It is that inspired innovation that has transformed the retail sector into the thriving, conveniencedriven market it is today, and which now bodes so well for the future as life slowly begins to return
to normal.
In these very challenging circumstances our awards are even more of a celebration than usual,
representing as they do the resilience and spirit of independent retail – reflected in our outstanding
winners over the last three decades.

Kalpesh Solanki
Group Managing Editor

@AsianTrader #ATAwards20

Shailesh Solanki
Executive Editor
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COMPÈRE, SPEAKERS & ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS

Compère
Rory Bremner is Britain’s top political satirist. His impressions have defined
PMs and Presidents from Major to Mandela, Blair to Brown, Clinton to
Cameron and Bush to Trump. He is also a presenter, writer, quiz-show host,
actor, translator and even a Strictly Come Dancing star. He returned to
prime-time TV in September 2018 as team captain in the ITV series, The
Imitation Game. Born in Edinburgh, he attended Kings College London,
graduating in French and German in 1984 and already performing on the
London stand-up circuit and at the Edinburgh Festival Fringe. Over a long TV
career which started with the BBC in 1986, he’s won no less than 3 BAFTAs
for his Channel 4 satire series Bremner Bird & Fortune. He’s written and
starred in specials satirising four elections, the Blair Government, the Iraq
War, the 2008 financial crisis, the Scottish Referendum and the Coalition.
Meanwhile, he’s guested on many other comedy shows (Whose Line is it
Anyway, Spitting Image, Have I Got News for You, and Mock the Week) and
was a regular on both Wogan and Parkinson, Radio 4’s Newsquiz and The
Now Show, among many others. He’s also written columns for the FT, New
Statesman, and Daily Telegraph. In 2013 Rory made his stage-acting debut
in Noel Coward’s Relative Values, directed by Trevor Nunn. In his endless
spare time he translates operas and plays from French (Carmen, Orpheus
in the Underworld) and German (Kurt Weill’s The Silver Lake, The Seven
Deadly Sins, Bertolt Brecht’s A Respectable Wedding).

Speakers
Kalpesh R. Solanki
Group Managing Editor, Asian Trader and Asian Media Group

Thank you to the generous sponsors of the
Asian Trader Awards
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Kalpesh Solanki
Chief Executive & Group
Managing Editor,
Asian Media Group

Alan Ramsay
Roving Judge, AR Sales &
Marketing Sales Agency

Susan Nash
Trader Communications Manager,
Mondelez International

Amish Shingadia
Director Londis Caterways,
West Sussex

Martyn Parkinson
Brand Director, Premier

Harris Alam
Managing Director,
Glenshire Group

Andy Marino
Editor, Asian Trader
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RAMNIKLAL SOLANKI LIFETIME ACHIEVEMENT AWARD

The Asian Trader Ramniklal Solanki Lifetime
Achievement Award is a special award given to an
individual by Asian Trader magazine in recognition
of their exceptional contribution to the grocery
industry and outstanding achievement in the
independent retailing sector.

Presented by

Kalpesh Solanki
Group Managing Editor

@AsianTrader #ATAwards20

Excellent

This product contains nicotine.
Nicotine is an addictive substance.

*Source: IRi Market Place, Volume Share, Nicotine Pouch
Category, Total UK, YTD to w/e 04/10/2020. To verify contact us
via nordicspirit.co.uk/contact.
Trustpilot rating correct as of December 2020 @AsianTrader #ATAwards20
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WHOLESALE DEPOT OF THE YEAR
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JTI is delighted to once again be supporting the
‘Wholesale Depot of the Year’ category at the Asian
Trader Awards. Despite it being a year full of challenges,
legislation and uncertainty, the wholesale channel has
continued to provide a fantastic level of service within
the retail industry. Whatever the future brings, we remain
committed to supporting and celebrating excellence in
wholesaling, recognising the achievements of wholesalers
and their staff during this challenging time and we wish all
nominees the very best of luck.

Supported by

Steve Dyas, Wholesale,
Convenience and Gas Director
Booker, Cardiff
The Booker depot on Batchelor Road, Cardiff serves
over 1000 customers. The depot hosts quarterly
listening groups for its over 200 retail club members, in
addition to Premier listening groups and annual retail
road show. The club members also receive free POS
and EPOS, Price at Till facility and competitive products
to match multiples. The depot regularly conducts
customer satisfaction surveys and takes measures such
as increasing the space for best sellers to full pallets,
currently 794, to boost sales and product availability.

Bestway/Batleys, Glasgow
The Bestway-Batleys depot on Kilbirnie
Street, opened in 2014, has been the
UK’s largest independent wholesaler’s
first dual-branded cash and carry, and
the first one in Scotland to carry the
Bestway name. The 110,000 sq ft depot
is popular for its extensive range and
fantastic prices on offer, alongside the
thoughtful layout that makes it easy to
find what one is looking for.

United Wholesale, United Wholesale
Scotland’s Queenslie
United Wholesale (Scotland) has re-launched its
flagship 170,000 sq ft Queenslie depot in 2019 at
a cost of more than £1 million, offering a complete
one-stop shop for retailers. Billed as the Depot
of the Future, Queenslie’s refurbishment with
state-of-the-art technology gives customers a
personalised shopping experience, facilitated by an
interconnected app and depot system, transforming
the very nature of the cash & carry operation.

@AsianTrader #ATAwards20
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CONVENIENCE CHAIN OF THE YEAR AWARD

Vijay Kalikannan, Jack’s of Normanby,
Middlesbrough, North Yorkshire
Vijay arrived in England in 2003 to study for his
MBA and bought his first store in 2012, doubling
the turnover in a few months. An engaging man
with a great story of success, he now owns nine
stores, including the first independent Jack’s store
in England. The group turnover is in excess of £5
million, and the 3000
sq ft Jack’s has seen
over 20 per cent jump
in sales post lockdown.

@AsianTrader #ATAwards20

NEXT GEN AWARD
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Geoff Palmer, Premier Torquay
Geoff, 23, has been involved in the business
since the family turned to retailing eight years
ago. He now manages all their three sites,
taking the reins from his father Steve, a beef
farmer who has passed on the early mornings
and late nights work ethic to his son! Geoff
has experienced massive change over last
12 months, trebling several categories and
developing delivery service.

Neil Patel, Spar Beckenham, Bromley
Neil qualified as a civil engineer in 2008, but
ventured that year itself into retailing buying
a section shop by Beckenham Junction. He
sold it 2017, and by next year, was running
the original family business, the Spar store
his parents have owned for over 40 years.
Liked and respected by his customers and
staff, his pleasant, well-run store continues
the family tradition.

Anand Cheema, Spar Falkirk
Son of well known Scottish retailer and
SGF chief executive Pete Cheema, Anand
has been involved in the business since he
was old enough to stand behind the till. An
accountancy graduate, he started his career in
finance, then spent 18 months on the road with
wholesaler CJ Lang. The experience helped
him to more than double the turnover when he
took over his store.

@AsianTrader #ATAwards20

call: 0800

953 5636

or visit:

warburtons-trade.co.uk

@AsianTrader #ATAwards20

*Source: 1. The Nielsen Company, Total Coverage incl Discounters, Unit Sales, 52w/e 28.11.20

To order new products, get the latest advice, or connect with your Territory Manager,

BAKERY RETAILER OF THE YEAR AWARD
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Supported by
Congratulations to all of the 2020 Best Bakery
Retailer of the Year Award finalists. This has been
an incredibly challenging year for everyone, and our customers
have played an integral part in helping to feed the nation,
and in supporting their local communities. Bakery always
supports stores in attracting and maintaining the loyalty of
shoppers, but this year, its availability in local stores across
the country has been increasingly important as people have
needed to shop local and make more food at home. Making sure that key lines are always
available, that the category is presented well and that the range is right is important and
we work closely with our customers to help them make the most of their bakery offering.
These finalists are using the category to its full potential and we wish them, and everyone
who has entered the Awards, the very best of luck.
Brett Warburton,
Executive Director of Warburtons
Claire Tonkin, Bridge Stores, Londis Post
Office, Goonhavern, Cornwall
Claire bought the derelict village store in 2009,
refurbished and reopened next year, soon growing
sales from £12,000 to £40,000, which went up to
80,000 during the first lockdown. She has done
three major extensions in last few years, and the
village’s only food store also enjoys lots of passing
trade, especially builders who love their bacon and
breakfast baps!

Steve Singh, Costcutter, Kirkheaton,
West Yorkshire
An enthusiastic retailer, Steve is integral part of the
community and has been running the store for nearly 20
years with wife Sonia. He takes particular care to avoid
wastage by not stocking anything that may not sell or
have a low shelf life. Notably, Steve has ensured fair
distribution of bakery products, especially to vulnerable
customers, as demand soared during the lockdown.

Mo Razzaq, Jacks Blantyre, South Lanarkshire
Roxy’s Dessert is Mo’s very own dessert bar/bakery
situated within his Jack’s of Blantyre store. He has
carefully allocated a specific space in store to offer
customers a wide selection of desserts, ice creams,
fresh coffee, hot dogs, breads and their own freshly
baked cakes which are made in store. A varied supplier
list helped them extremely during the difficulties of
lockdown.

@AsianTrader #ATAwards20
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IMPULSE RETAILER OF THE YEAR AWARD

Josh Johal, Premier Kirkaldy, Fife,
Scotland
Josh is the youngest of three brothers,
carrying on from their parents who opened
their first store in Fife in 1987. The family
have invested in top quality shelving, fridges,
chiller, lighting, flooring – and it shows! The
store is categorised carefully considering
customer flow, customer demand and cross
category impulse sales, and is supported by
POS and promotions, with their multibuys
being extremely popular.

Ankit Patel, Premier Marsh Hill, London E9
Ankit maximises the store sales opportunity
through shelf and product discipline. Date
checked four times a day, all products have
a clear shelf edge label with price. He takes
extra effort to motivate the staff to achieve
excellence in store at all times, who also
understand cost margin and sale, and adapt
accordingly.

Anand Cheema, Spar, Falkirk
Son of well known Scottish retailer and
SGF chief executive Pete Cheema, Anand
has been involved in the business since he
was old enough to stand behind the till. An
accountancy graduate, he started his career
in finance, then spent 18 months on the road
with wholesaler CJ Lang. The experience
helped him to more than double the turnover
when he took over his store.

@AsianTrader #ATAwards20
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Claire Tonkin, Bridge Stores, Londis Post
Office, Goonhavern, Cornwall
Claire bought the derelict village store in
2009, refurbished and reopened next year,
soon growing sales from £12,000 to £40,000.
She has done a major refit in 2020, developing
a dedicated kitchen and food preparation
area to serve approximately 10 meters of food
to go counter and vending space. The village’s
only food store didn’t see a dip in food to go
sales even in lockdown.

Kopi Kalanathan, Costcutter
Doncaster, South Yorkshire
Kopi worked in his uncle’s store at 18, by
20 he owned his first shop and now has
five sites. The store has an extensive food
to go area, servicing local needs. The food
to go offer is complemented by a slushie
bar, a whole wall dedicated to ice drink
treats. They have recently launched an
app for home delivery across all products,
from grocery to food to go.

Mos Patel, Family Shopper AshtonUnder-Lyne, Greater Manchester
Mos bought his first store in 2006, and has
since been investing regularly. In a year
when so many retailers were, and still are,
feeling the pinch of lower food to go sales,
Mos has invested in the category in a bid to
convert a larger slice of Post Office footfall
into sales. And it’s certainly worked, with
footfall up 40% and sales, 35% year on year.

@AsianTrader #ATAwards20

Booker is a proud sponsor of
the Asian Trader Awards
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INDEPENDENT RETAILER OF THE YEAR AWARD
Booker is delighted to be sponsoring Asian Trader
Supported by
Independent Retailer of the Year and supporting the
prestigious Asian Trader Awards. This category celebrates
those true independent retailers who are dedicated to serving
their shoppers with the unique service only found in the
local stores. This award seeks to celebrate those independent retailers who continue to prosper through their flair,
ingenuity and independent spirit. We are pleased to be
able to recognise the commitment of those professional retailers who are making sure
independent stores are at the heart of their local communities.
Colm Johnson, Managing Director, Booker Group – Retail
Sammy Sabir, Best One Ockendon, Essex
The Sabir family took over a running business back
in 2018 and since then it has gone from strength to
strength. A complete store refurbishment combined
with the understanding of consumer needs helped in
quadrupling the weekly sales. As the pandemic hit, the
family distributed self-made care packages of essential
items and started a free delivery service to support the
vulnerable, including two local care homes.

Kirtan & Kirti Patel, Londis Ferme Park Road,
London
From a simple 600 sq ft, this store has
progressed over the years to a large 3000 sq ft
of sophisticated shopping experience, offering
many specialist and diverse products alongside
the traditional ranges. The store has just
completed its fifth major refit of the last 40 years
by adding a bespoke off-license area. The family
also enjoys fantastic relationships with all their
suppliers, from Booker and Londis to over 30
local and independent suppliers.

Anand Cheema, Spar, Falkirk
Son of well known Scottish retailer and
SGF chief executive Pete Cheema, Anand
has been involved in the business since he
was old enough to stand behind the till. An
accountancy graduate, he started career in
finance, then spent 18 months on the road with
wholesaler CJ Lang. The experience helped
him to more than double the turnover when he
took over his store.

@AsianTrader #ATAwards20
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Steve Singh, Costcutter, Kirkheaton West
Yorkshire
An enthusiastic retailer, Steve is integral part of the
community and has been running the store for nearly
20 years with wife Sonia. He ran two fundraising
events to raise money for two local hospices. The
coin collection, suggested by a customer, for people
to donate their spare change, raised £2,000 in just
two weeks, and the raffle with prizes donated by
shoppers, another £6,000.

Anbalagan Perumal, Family Shopper
Grantham, Lincolnshire
Anbalagan held a charity event during
the busy Christmas period, committing
to the community 1% of the total sales.
During the pandemic, he made sure that
all the essential products were available
at a cheaper price, alongside starting a
delivery service for the vulnerable people
of the community free of charge.

Imtiyaz Mamode, Premier Gosport, Hampshire
The brothers Sohil and Imtiyaz, who turned a
former Co-op that had been derelict for five years
to an astounding success within weeks, responded
quickly to the news of lockdown, distributing
free hand gel and face masks. They wanted to
help more and Supriya, who works in the store
and Imtiyaz’s wife, cooked and delivered free
vegetarian meals, supplying 25 meals a day to the
local elderly and vulnerable.

@AsianTrader #ATAwards20
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VAPE CONVENIENCE RETAILER AWARD

Zahid Iqbal, Day Today Edinburgh
Zahid runs his three convenience stores in
Edinburgh, and the Vape category contributes
12.5% of the weekly sales at his Drylaw site,
and more importantly at 100% margin. With
outstanding vape fixtures in-store, Zahid is
known locally as the Vape Expert and the man
to go to for advice. He also trains his staff to
similarly advise and educate his existing or
potential customers.

Shahid Ahmed, Day Today Shotts, North
Lanarkshire
Shahid has never smoked but does vape and
got advice from his cousin, a recognised expert
in the field. Profit from the Vape category now
accounts for the total cost of two members of
staff! Shahid takes his vaping very seriously,
studies the market and the products, and is
keen on the next phase of vaping. A strong
believer in social media, he is very active on the
store’s Facebook page.

Mohamad Arshad, Spar Paisley, Renfrewshire
Mohammed has been in retail for over 30 years, and
he opened a revamped shop in place of a derelict
newsagent at the end of April 2020, as the country
went into lockdown! The local community has
embraced this first significant convenience store
in the area, which helped them to avoid traveling
to busy supermarkets. They were also impressed
by the range, price and availability, reflected by a
successful sales year for Mohammed.

@AsianTrader #ATAwards20

Wishing all retailers
the very best of luck
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SPIRIT OF THE COMMUNITY AWARD
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Supported by
Mondelez International empowers people to snack
right through iconic brands including Cadbury, Oreo,
Maynards Bassetts, Trebor, Halls and belVita. We’re proud
to sponsor this year’s Asian Trader Spirit of the Community
Award and play our part in recognising the very best retailers
from across the country. This year more than ever, independent
retail has played an integral role in local communities. That’s
why we’re especially proud to reward those who have gone
above and beyond for the people they serve over the past year, as the convenience channel
continues to face these challenging times. We wish all entrants the best of luck and look
forward to celebrating with you – in February.
Mark Stananought, Sales Director Impulse Channel
Jawad Javed, Day Today Stenhousemuir, Central
Lowlands, Scotland
Jawad and his wife Asiyah bought their first store three
and a half years ago and have since become an integral
part of the local community. They deliver free food
parcels to the door of single parents, unemployed and
elderly residents, and provide free baby milk and free
happy meals to local kids. In a fitting tribute, local police
and ambulance teams gathered outside their store to
applaud them for their support during the pandemic.

Sasi Patel, Go Local Rochdale, Greater
Manchester
Sasi and his partner Anil own three stores locally and
opened this Greenfield site in November 2019. Their
free local deliveries have been a lifeline for over 50
customers who can’t get out of their house. Sasi gave
up part of his first floor and worked with Age Concern
to provide, make and deliver five carefully thought
out packs to 200 locals on the charity’s database.

Tahir (Nico) Ali, Premier Jarrow, South Tyneside
Just as the pandemic hit and the supermarket
shelves were wiped of items like toilet roll, hand
sanitizers and pasta, Nico has literally gone the extra
mile, driving over 160 miles to Glasgow to retrieve
these items so that the elderly of his community
can have the essentials. He delivered food packets
to local foodbanks and hospitals. His support to the
community has been all encompassing, and extended
even to free haircuts for gents!

@AsianTrader #ATAwards20
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AWARDS

Pete Patel, Costcutter Brockley, Lewisham,
London
Pete has received praise from his new and old
customers alike for the outstanding customer
service during the pandemic, in particular the
‘bouncer’ on the door counting customers in and
out and sanitising all baskets before handing over
to customers. They used a fogging machine every
day to kill germs, which was much appreciated by
customers.

David Wyatt, Costcutter Crawley
David used Facebook as a good way to
communicate with his customers, with shoppers
being kept up to date on when stock was arriving
and informing about the safety measures in-store.
And, the personal touch from a trained staff has
ensured compliance. The safe environment paid
rich dividends as Jefferson Gas chose to bulk drop
gas deliveries and GNT Fuel went out of their way
to supply charcoal, helping the store to offer BBQ
gas and charcoal when demand was at its highest.

Bhupinder Sohal, Premier Winsford,
Cheshire
The store is only 700 sq foot but Bhupinder has
created a full one way system around the store
and moved any shelving and stock stacks that
would create tight spacing or upset the flow
round the store. This is followed up with POS
reminders, advice from staff and messages on
the store’s Facebook page, where customers
have shown their appreciation for making them
feel safe in store.

@AsianTrader #ATAwards20

ASIAN TRADER OF THE YEAR

AWARDS

Anil Patel, Costcutter Chislehurst, Kent
Anil, who bought his first store in Orpington,
Kent at the age of 20 in 1988, acquired the
1200 sq ft store in affluent Chislehurst in
2009 from a family member. In early 2019, he
completed a major refurbishment, taking it to
2,700 sq ft and including his independent wine
business. He designed the store on his own,
combining the knowledge and experience of
the local community. It was reflected in sales,
with weekly turnover more than doubling and
continuing to rise.

Vinothkumar Kandasamy, Family
Shopper Andover
Vinoth bought a rundown store in late 2018
and brought it up to an acceptable standard
with considerable investment. Heavily involved
in the local community, he has used truly local
suppliers, with superior products, to create a
point of difference. The store boasts a loyal
customer base, and the comments on their
Facebook page is an indication of the place
this village convenience store occupies inthe
heart of the community.

Luxman Selvarajah, Londis Esso Burbage,
Leicestershire
Luxman bought the Esso forecourt in 2019, the group
has six forecourt sites, invested £1 million in the site
for a complete revamp of petrol and food, increasing
the floor space to 2400 sq ft. The fuel volume
has jumped 150% and food sales 125% within two
months. The store supports a different local charity
each month, and proceeds from the sale of Christmas
trees this time went back to the community.
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It is not just the health service where
lives are being disproportionately and
negatively impacted, said MPs. Every aspect of British society – public and private
organisations, the civil service, business, sport
and the arts – needs examining to see how racial inequalities cause serious harm to minorities, they said.
The judiciary too is not exempt from the accusation of systemic racism. Government figures show that only six per cent of judges are
non-white. One confided to Eastern Eye, “I
have had the worst five years of my professional
life in the judiciary. The Bar and solicitors have
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The former shadow equalities secretary and
Brent Central Labour MP, Dawn Butler, told
Eastern Eye, “It is systemic so it means it is
hard-wired into every area of society. We have
to have the uncomfortable conversation without anyone feeling alienated. This isn’t a blame
game. This is about trying to instil fairness in
society and its structures.”
In this week’s Eastern Eye, director of the
British Future think-tank, Sunder Katwala,
writes, “A third of FTSE 100 companies and six

ASIAN and black people are dying needlessly
and disproportionately because they are not
being represented in senior ranks of the NHS,
doctors, parliamentarians, and health bosses
have told Eastern Eye.
The paper can also reveal that a further 17
BAME doctors have died in the past 10 days
from Covid. The doctors’ union, the British
Medical Association (BMA), said that brings the
total deaths to 33 out of 35 since Public Health
England’s (PHE) six-week race review. It was
announced on April 16 and the review was published on June 2.
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The paper can also reveal that a further 17
BAME doctors have died in the past 10 days
from Covid. The doctors’ union, the British
Medical Association (BMA), said that brings the
total deaths to 33 out of 35 since Public Health
England’s (PHE) six-week race review. It was
announced on April 16 and the review was published on June 2.
“Black, Asian and ethnic minorities are very
good to do all kinds of things, except leadership,” said the BMA’s honorary vice-president,
Dr Kailash Chand.
“They are good enough to die, but they are
not good enough to lead. Even today, things are
going backward, not going forward.”
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350 companies still have
all-white boards. The black
presence is absurdly miniscule, so corporates
tweeting the Black Lives Matter hashtag need
to turn symbolic support into real change.”
Official government figures show that almost
a third (32.2 per cent) of the 277 NHS trusts in
England does not have a single black Asian
minority ethnic on its board. The latest race
equality data reveals that Asian and black
health workers are more likely to be harassed,
bullied or abused by their managers; face a
higher chance of being formally disciplined;
and are less likely to get a job when shortlisted
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Official government figures show that almost
a third (32.2 per cent) of the 277 NHS trusts in
England does not have a single black Asian
minority ethnic on its board. The latest race
equality data reveals that Asian and black
health workers are more likely to be harassed,
bullied or abused by their managers; face a
higher chance of being formally disciplined;
and are less likely to get a job when shortlisted
for an interview.
Experts believe a lack of representation in
the upper echelons can have a devastating effect
on the treatment of ethnic minority patients.
Continued on page 4
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"તેઓ મૃતયુ પામવા માટે પૂિતા સાિા છે,
પિંતુ તેઓ નેતાગીિી કિવા માટે તેટલા
સાિા નથી.’’
‘’આજે પણ વસતુઓ પાછળ જઇ
િહી છે પણ આગળ વિતી નથી. ફક્ત
આિોગય સેવા જ નતહ જયાં જીવનનો
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અસંગત અને નકાિાતમક પ્રભાવ પડી િહ્ો
છે. તરિટીિ સમાજના દિેક પાસાં - જાહેિ
અને ખાનગી સંસથાઓ, તસતવલ સતવ્સસ,
તિઝનેસાસ, િમતગમત અને કળા - એ
મેળવવાની સંભાવના ઓછી છે.
જોવા માટે તપાસ કિવાની જરૂિ છે કે છે. િાિ અને સોતલસીટિોએ હજી ઘણી અથવા દોતરત જણાવયા વગિ વાતચીત િદલાવમાં ફેિવવાની જરૂિ છે."
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છ કંપનીઓ
27
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- દુવધીને
વય્સવહાિ674
કિવાની
લોકોસાંટોચ
પિ ધન જવયનો શિીદ
છ ટકા જજો તિન-શ્ેત છે. એક અને રિેનટ સેનટ્રલ લેરેિશ્િસસ્ટ
સાંસમયનશ્સકતય
દ, ડોન શ્ેતબદલયઈ
લોકોનું જનથી
િોડ્સ છે. શયામ લોકોની
ઘર્ષણ,પૃષ્ઠભૂ
બાંનતે મના
દેશનય
ખ્યબાં
29 ્ટકય
થઇ સંભાવના છે, BAME
વયતક્તએ ગિવી ગુજિાતને જણાવયું િટલિે ગિવી ગુજિાતને કહ્ં હતું કે "તે હાજિી વાતહયાત િીતે ઓછી છે, તેથી ઔપચારિક િીતે તિસતિદ્ધ થવાની ઉંચી હોય Summer 2019 Vol. 5
જયાિેજ્યાં
ઇનટિવયૂ
માટેક ગુજરયતી ત્યાં ત્યાં સદયકયળ ગુજરયત
હતું કે “નયાયતંત્રમાં માિા વયાવસાતયક પ્રણાલીગત છે અને તે સમાજના દિેક ્લેક લાઇવસ મેટિ હેિટેગને ટ્ીટ કિતાં સંભાવના છે અનેજ્યાં
વસે અે
વધુ અિેવયલ પયનય 16 પર
જીવનના પાંચ વર્સ સૌથી ખિાિ િહ્ા ક્ેત્રમાં છે. આપણે કોઈને પણ પિાતજત કોપપોિેટસે સાંકેતતક આિાિને વાસતતવક િોટ્સતલસટ કિવામાં આવે તયાિે નોકિી
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out of 10 FTSE
350 companies still have
all-white boards. The black
presence is absurdly miniscule, so corporates
tweeting the Black Lives Matter hashtag need
to turn symbolic support into real change.”
Official government figures show that almost
a third (32.2 per cent) of the 277 NHS trusts in
England does not have a single black Asian
minority ethnic on its board. The latest race
equality data reveals that Asian and black
health workers are more likely to be harassed,
bullied or abused by their managers; face a
higher chance of being formally disciplined;
and are less likely to get a job when shortlisted
for an interview.
Experts believe a lack of representation in
the upper echelons can have a devastating effect
on the treatment of ethnic minority patients.
P8, 9,
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ASIAN and black people are dying needlessly
and disproportionately because they are not
being represented in senior ranks of the NHS,
doctors, parliamentarians, and health bosses
have told Eastern Eye.
The paper can also reveal that a further 17
BAME doctors have died in the past 10 days
from Covid. The doctors’ union, the British
Medical Association (BMA), said that brings the
total deaths to 33 out of 35 since Public Health
England’s (PHE) six-week race review. It was
announced on April 16 and the review was published on June 2.
“Black, Asian and ethnic minorities are very
good to do all kinds of things, except leadership,” said the BMA’s honorary vice-president,
Dr Kailash Chand.
“They are good enough to die, but they are
not good enough to lead. Even today, things are
going backward, not going forward.”

52nd
Diwali
issue

It is not just the health service where
lives are being disproportionately and
negatively impacted, said MPs. Every aspect of British society – public and private
organisations, the civil service, business, sport
and the arts – needs examining to see how racial inequalities cause serious harm to minorities, they said.
The judiciary too is not exempt from the accusation of systemic racism. Government figures show that only six per cent of judges are
non-white. One confided to Eastern Eye, “I
have had the worst five years of my professional
life in the judiciary. The Bar and solicitors have
a long way to go. I won’t comment on the judiciary, save to say that it is like the 1980s, and
you will remember those days only too well.”
The former shadow equalities secretary and
Brent Central Labour MP, Dawn Butler, told
Eastern Eye, “It is systemic so it means it is
hard-wired into every area of society. We have
to have the uncomfortable conversation without anyone feeling alienated. This isn’t a blame
game. This is about trying to instil fairness in
society and its structures.”
In this week’s Eastern Eye, director of the
British Future think-tank, Sunder Katwala,
writes, “A third of FTSE 100 companies and six
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England does not have a single black Asian
minority ethnic on its board. The latest race
equality data reveals that Asian and black
health workers are more likely to be harassed,
bullied or abused by their managers; face a
higher chance of being formally disciplined;
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REALITY CHECK

27% increase in sales

Award winning retailers

chlorphenamine maleate

Asif & Abada and Mo Jamil

Exclusive with Charles Wilson

Piriton Syrup and Piriton Allergy Tablets (chlorphenamine maleate). Indications: Symptomatic relief of allergic conditions responsive
to antihistamines, including hay fever, vasomotor rhinitis, urticaria, angioneurotic oedema, food allergy, drug and serum reactions, insect bites.
Symptomatic relief of itch associated with chickenpox. Legal category: P. Licence Holder: GlaxoSmithKline Consumer Healthcare, Brentford, TW8
9GS, U.K. Information about these products, including adverse reactions, precautions, contra-indications and method of use can be found at: http://
www.medicines.org.uk/emc/medicine/16103, http://www.medicines.org.uk/emc/medicine/16105
Trade marks are owned by or licensed to the GSK group of companies.
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Hotels are opening during
an uncertain season
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નથી. િેસ ઇક્ાલીટીના નવા આંકડા
દિા્સવે છે કે એતિયન અને શયામ હેલથ
કમ્સચાિીઓને તેમના મેનેજસ્સ દ્ાિા િુલી
- દુવય્સવહાિ કિવાની સંભાવના છે,
ઔપચારિક િીતે તિસતિદ્ધ થવાની ઉંચી
સંભાવના છે અને જયાિે ઇનટિવયૂ માટે
િોટ્સતલસટ કિવામાં આવે તયાિે નોકિી

પડી િકે છે.
િીએમએ અધયક્ ડૉ. ચંદ નાગપૌલે
જણાવયું હતું કે, ‘’જો આપણી પાસે
BAME પૃષ્ઠભૂતમના લોકો ટોચ પિ ન
હોય
વધુ અિેવયલ પયનય 16 પર

Celebrating
Britain’s
Most Inf luential
Asians 2020

Visit www.yourperfectstore.co.uk to order your point of sale today!
*Ferrero External Research Project, 2016
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Piriton Syrup and Piriton Allergy Tablets (chlorphenamine maleate). Indications: Symptomatic relief of allergic conditions responsive
to antihistamines, including hay fever, vasomotor rhinitis, urticaria, angioneurotic oedema, food allergy, drug and serum reactions, insect bites.
Symptomatic relief of itch associated with chickenpox. Legal category: P. Licence Holder: GlaxoSmithKline Consumer Healthcare, Brentford, TW8
9GS, U.K. Information about these products, including adverse reactions, precautions, contra-indications and method of use can be found at: http://
www.medicines.org.uk/emc/medicine/16103, http://www.medicines.org.uk/emc/medicine/16105
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Getting PPE to
pharmacists

Find out more about the Piri Range at www.pirifamily.co.uk

†Piriton Syrup from 12 months, Piriton Allergy Tablets from 6 years.
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101
101
www.pharmacy.biz
Piriton delivers fast and effective relief for a range of allergies and
allergic skin conditions. It also helps relieve the itchy rash of chicken
pox and so aids restful sleep when symptoms are troublesome at
night – helping little ones get back to being themselves again.
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& promotional activity during Diwali*
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છે. િાિ અને સોતલસીટિોએ હજી ઘણી અથવા દોતરત જણાવયા વગિ વાતચીત
લાંિી મજલ કાપવાની છે. હું નયાયતંત્ર કિવી પડિે."
તવિે કોઈ રટપપણી નહીં કિીિ, ફક્ત
Sponsored by આ અઠવારડયાના ઇસટન્સ આઇમાં
એમ જ કહીિ કે તે 1980ના દસકાની પણ તરિટીિ ફયુચિ તથંક-ટેનકના રડિેકટિ,
જેમ ચાલે છે, અને તમે તે રદવસોને ખૂિ સુંદિ કટવાલા લખે છે, “એફટીએસઇ 100
સાિી િીતે યાદ કિિો.”
કંપનીઓમાં ત્રીજી અને એફટીએસઇ350
ભૂતપૂવ્સ િેડો ઇક્ાલીટી સેક્ેટિી દસમાંથી છ કંપનીઓ પાસે હજી પણ
અને રિેનટ સેનટ્રલ લેિિ સાંસદ, ડોન શ્ેત લોકોનું જ િોડ્સ છે. શયામ લોકોની
િટલિે ગિવી ગુજિાતને કહ્ં હતું કે "તે હાજિી વાતહયાત િીતે ઓછી છે, તેથી
પ્રણાલીગત છે અને તે સમાજના દિેક ્લેક લાઇવસ મેટિ હેિટેગને ટ્ીટ કિતાં
ક્ેત્રમાં છે. આપણે કોઈને પણ પિાતજત કોપપોિેટસે સાંકેતતક આિાિને વાસતતવક

provides PPE kit for guests

Hotel companies in the news include:
Lodgecap Inc., Imbue Investments, Riverview Hotels & Resorts LLC, Naples Hotel Group, Plantation Bay Hotels
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Piriton delivers fast and effective relief for a range of allergies and
allergic skin conditions. It also helps relieve the itchy rash of chicken
pox and so aids restful sleep when symptoms are troublesome at
night – helping little ones get back to being themselves again.

The business magazine for entrepreneurial women

બાર્ની ચૌધરી
એનએચએસના વરિષ્ઠ હોદ્ાઓ
પિ પૂિતુ પ્રતતતનતિતવ કિવામાં આવતું
ન હોવાથી એતિયન અને શયામ લોકો
તિનજરૂિી અને અપ્રમાણસિ સંખયામાં
મૃતયુ પામે છે એમ ડોકટિો, સંસદસભયો
અને આિોગય અતિકાિીઓએ ગિવી
ગુજિાતને જણાવયું છે. અમને એ
જાહેિ કિતા દુ:ખ થાય છે કે કોતવડથી
છેલ્ા 10 રદવસમાં વિુ 17 BAME
ડૉકટિો મૃતયુ પામયા છે. તરિરટિ મેરડકલ
એસોતસએિનના ડૉકટસ્સ યુતનયને
કહ્ં હતું કે પબ્લક હેલથ ઇંગલેંડની
છ-અઠવારડયાની િેસ સમીક્ા પછીથી
35 માંથી 33ની સંખયા આવે છે.
"શયામ, એતિયન અને વંિીય
લઘુમતીઓના લોકો નેતૃતવ તસવાયનુ
તમામ પ્રકાિનુ કામ કિવા માટે ખૂિ
સાિા છે" એમ િીએમએના માનદ
ઉપ પ્રમુખ ડૉ. કૈલાસ ચંદે જણાવયું હતું.
"તેઓ મૃતયુ પામવા માટે પૂિતા સાિા છે,
પિંતુ તેઓ નેતાગીિી કિવા માટે તેટલા
સાિા નથી.’’
‘’આજે પણ વસતુઓ પાછળ જઇ
િહી છે પણ આગળ વિતી નથી. ફક્ત
આિોગય સેવા જ નતહ જયાં જીવનનો
અસંગત અને નકાિાતમક પ્રભાવ પડી િહ્ો
છે. તરિટીિ સમાજના દિેક પાસાં - જાહેિ
અને ખાનગી સંસથાઓ, તસતવલ સતવ્સસ,
તિઝનેસાસ, િમતગમત અને કળા - એ
જોવા માટે તપાસ કિવાની જરૂિ છે કે
કેવી િીતે વંિીય અસમાનતા શયામ અને
એતિયન લોકોને ગંભીિ નુકસાન પહોંચાડે
છે’’ એમ સાંસદોએ જણાવયું હતુ.ં
નયાયતંત્રને પણ પ્રણાલીગત
જાતતવાદના આિોપમાંથી મુક્ત નથી.
સિકાિના આંકડા દિા્સવે છે કે માત્ર
છ ટકા જજો તિન-શ્ેત છે. એક
વયતક્તએ ગિવી ગુજિાતને જણાવયું
હતું કે “નયાયતંત્રમાં માિા વયાવસાતયક
જીવનના પાંચ વર્સ સૌથી ખિાિ િહ્ા

Hotels are opening during
an uncertain season
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Piriton Syrup and Piriton Allergy Tablets (chlorphenamine maleate). Indications: Symptomatic relief of allergic conditions responsive
to antihistamines, including hay fever, vasomotor rhinitis, urticaria, angioneurotic oedema, food allergy, drug and serum reactions, insect bites.
Symptomatic relief of itch associated with chickenpox. Legal category: P. Licence Holder: GlaxoSmithKline Consumer Healthcare, Brentford, TW8
9GS, U.K. Information about these products, including adverse reactions, precautions, contra-indications and method of use can be found at: http://
www.medicines.org.uk/emc/medicine/16103, http://www.medicines.org.uk/emc/medicine/16105

Helping patients forget the
itchy rash of chicken pox…
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by BARNIE CHOUDHURY

ASIAN and black people are dying needlessly
and disproportionately because they are not
being represented in senior ranks of the NHS,
doctors, parliamentarians, and health bosses
have told Eastern Eye.
The paper can also reveal that a further 17
BAME doctors have died in the past 10 days
from Covid. The doctors’ union, the British
Medical Association (BMA), said that brings the
total deaths to 33 out of 35 since Public Health
England’s (PHE) six-week race review. It was
announced on April 16 and the review was published on June 2.
“Black, Asian and ethnic minorities are very
good to do all kinds of things, except leadership,” said the BMA’s honorary vice-president,
Dr Kailash Chand.
“They are good enough to die, but they are
not good enough to lead. Even today, things are
going backward, not going forward.”

It is not just the health service where
lives are being disproportionately and
negatively impacted, said MPs. Every aspect of British society – public and private
organisations, the civil service, business, sport
and the arts – needs examining to see how racial inequalities cause serious harm to minorities, they said.
The judiciary too is not exempt from the accusation of systemic racism. Government figures show that only six per cent of judges are
non-white. One confided to Eastern Eye, “I
have had the worst five years of my professional
life in the judiciary. The Bar and solicitors have
a long way to go. I won’t comment on the judiciary, save to say that it is like the 1980s, and
you will remember those days only too well.”
The former shadow equalities secretary and
Brent Central Labour MP, Dawn Butler, told
Eastern Eye, “It is systemic so it means it is
hard-wired into every area of society. We have
to have the uncomfortable conversation without anyone feeling alienated. This isn’t a blame
game. This is about trying to instil fairness in
society and its structures.”
In this week’s Eastern Eye, director of the
British Future think-tank, Sunder Katwala,
writes, “A third of FTSE 100 companies and six
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organisations to help them connect and engage with the Asian community. Whether you want
to market to the community or recruit from the hugely sought-after Asian talent pool, AMG can
help navigate this culturally diverse market. Call our sales advisors on 020 7928 1234.
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